
Bintel Filter Fact Sheet 

 
Filters for Astronomy 
Almost every one who buys a telescope will at 

some stage need a filter. If you have ever looked 

through a telescope at the moon you will no doubt 

have noticed that it is bright, very, very bright. The 

glare of the reflected sunlight from our nearest 

celestial neighbour is what makes it uncomfortable 

to spend much time at the eyepiece.  We are about 

to consider our first filter.   

 

Moon Filters 

The most popular filter for lunar observing is the 

Neutral Density Filter, this will cut down the 

amount of light that reaches the eye by 65 – 95% 

whilst not deterring from the features of the lunar 

surface. The ND96 filter with 13% transmission is 

by far the most commonly used Neutral Density 

filter, they are normally less than $20 and come as standard equipment with many telescopes. Coloured 

filters are also useful on the Moon as they help to give contrast to some features making them easier to 

distinguish. 

 

Planetary Filters 

There are many filters that enhance our views of the planets.  They are numbered using a system 

invented by Fredrick Wratten (1840-1926) and are named after him. Whilst there are 66 Wratten filters 

only a few are used in astronomy. The filters work by blocking certain frequencies of light and allowing 

others to pass. A red filter will block the blue and green and let red pass. Different coloured filters will 

allow different transmissions of light and consideration must be made to the aperture of the telescope for 

some filters.  

 

#12  Dark Yellow filter has 83% transmission and will enhance 

lunar surface detail, it enhances orange and red in the equatorial 

bands on Jupiter, it darkens and enhances bands and zones of 

Saturn. Not a bad filter to own. 

 

#21  Orange filter has 46% transmission, it will enhances lunar 

detail, darkens the Maria and lightens the orange deserts on Mars 

and also helps show off polar ice caps when visible. A good filter for 

Mars in 6” –16” telescopes. 

 

#25  Red filter has only 14% transmission; it will enhance Mars 

when it is low on the horizon or even when higher up if used in 

telescope with more than 18” of aperture. 

 

#38  Blue filter with only 17% transmission can be used for bright gas tails in comets. 

 

#47  Violet filter has 3% transmission can enhance Venus by darkening it’s upper level clouds. 

 

#56  Green filter has 53% transmission and is quite good on lunar surface detail, it can help locating 

GRS (Great Red Spot) on Jupiter, offer great contrast to Polar caps, low clouds and dust storms on Mars. 

 

#80A  Blue filter has 30% transmission, it turns Saturn more Grey /Whitish and helps with the Cassini 

Division in larger telescopes, On Jupiter it enhances contrast between the bright areas and cloud 

boundaries and is also very good for the GRS. Worth having in your kit. 

 
#96  Neutral Density the transmission can vary from 25% to 13%. (See Moon filters). 



Bandpass Filters 

Very few astronomers are lucky enough to live in dark sky areas!.     

Like most others I live in suburbia and the conveniences that it offers, 

but there is a downside -- Light Pollution. How often have you looked at 

a nebula or cluster only to have the image washed out by mankind’s  

Sky Glow. There are very few areas where local councils have a lighting 

policy that directs lights down or use fully shielded external lighting. 

Sky Glow generally is scattered artificial light. When this light is 

scattered it causes airglow in two main ways, Rayleigh scattering which 

is more prominent in the short-wave lengths (blue) and Mie Scattering 

(aerosol scattering) cause by industrial and transport emissions. If the 

air pollution is low and skies are clear blue white light (metal halide, 

fluorescent) is more detrimental that the warmer yellowish light of high 

and low sodium vapour lighting.  Fortunately there are filters to help 

eliminate the sky glow. Lets look at where light pollution occurs, 

mercury lighting is normally 365, 405, 436, 546 577 and 617nm, 

Sodium Vapour lighting is normally 570, 583,600,617nm. Light 

Pollution filters are normally a broadband pass filter that has around 90 

nanometers (440-535nm) bandpass this allows maximum light from 

stars and galaxies to pass.     In short the background sky becomes 

dark, making starlight easier to see.  

 

When we are looking at nebulae the main visible emission is double 

ionized oxygen around 500nm, as well as a weak hydrogen –beta line 

at 486nm that we can see. There is a red hydrogen alpha and ionized 

nitrogen around 657nm but these are outside the visible range of the 

dark adapted human eye. The two most common filters for nebulae are 

the Ultra High Contrast filter (UHC) which has a bandpass of around 22 

–24nm from 482-506nm, which is most useful for nebulae in general 

such as Eta Carinae, Messier 8 and 17 etc.  The sky glow will be 

eliminated and the gaseous nebulae will take on a different appearance 

with more detail visible than without the filter.  These filters will work 

really well for apertures of 8” or bigger. If using a scope with smaller 

apertures there is a UHC-E filter available. This has a 45nm bandpass 

centered on 500nm, which will enhance the above nebula without 

cutting off too much light, finally a filter that works a treat with that 

ED80 scope.  

 

Planetary nebulae are emission nebulae, that in the most are weak in 

hydrogen but rich in ionized oxygen and nitrogen, which emits at 

500.7nm and by choosing a filter with a finer bandpass, will help to 

show these emissions; these are called line filters. The OIII filter, has a 

very narrow bandpass of 11nm (495-501nm) which is perfect for the 

blue-green gases of planetary nebulae and diffuse emission nebulae 

like the Vela Supernova Remnant (SNR) or the Veil Nebula. The small 

bandpass will however dim the stars visible and may take a second or 

two to get use to. What it does kill is H-beta (486nm), making it no 

good object like the Cocoon Nebula or Horsehead Nebula. To see these 

you need a filter designed for objects rich in H-beta. Hence the H-beta 

filter, 8-9nm centered on 486nm. This filter is suitable for a limited 

range of objects and not everybody would buy one. When you do look 

through one, you notice that the stars are much dimmer than with 

other filters.  

 

There is even a filter for comets again developed by Jack Marling at 

Lumicon. The Swan Band filters has a 25nm bandpass that runs from 

495-520nm so it covers the OIII line at 501nm and also the Cyanogen 

lines RK 511nm and 514nm. This helps to reveal the ionised tails of 

gaseous comets, which are more highly contrasted than dusty comets.  



 
When you use bandpass filters they restrict the wavelength, but they also reduce the amount of light that 

passes to your eye and this should be considered when choosing eyepieces for use with filters. Filters do 

have optimum exit pupil range depending on their bandpass and whether they are being used in cities 

(with light pollution) or at dark sky sites (no light pollution). These were suggested by Jack Marling of 

Lumicon many years ago and are petty much accepted as being spot on the money. 

The exit pupil is determined by dividing the focal length of the eyepiece by the focal ration of the 

telescope being used.  See the table for suggested pupil size. 

 

You need to figure out which 

eyepiece and telescope combination 

is going to give you the optimum 

exit pupil for a particular filter.   

An example would be an SCT with 

f/10 optics using a 32mm Plossl  

= 3.2mm which is optimal for use 

with UHC filter at a dark sky site for 

looking at the Orion Nebula.  

Not only will it fill the field but also you will be able to see more of it with the wispy outlying edge of gas 

now visible. 

 

Imaging Filters 

With the popularity of imaging increasing, there are a whole line of filters designed for the sensitivity of 

CCD imagers and more exotic filters that show different detail at different wavelengths. Filters like H-

Alpha when used in conjunction with SII and OIII filters will produce mapped coloured images, however, 

these are more specialised in their use. Of course these require being fitted in to filter wheels which can 

be manually controlled or motorized and can hold up to eight filters. It helps to have a clear filter in so 

you can focus at the same plane, as the filters will be at. UV and IR blocking filters are also available to 

help sharpen images a little by blocking Ultra Violet and Infra Red. As the human eye is not sensitive to 

these wavelengths they are only for imaging. 

For the people who want to use their DSLR Camera there is Clip in Filters that sit in front of the CMOS chip 

of their camera. At the moment they are available for the Canon EOS range of cameras, but they are 

available in all popular wavelengths 

 

In achromatic scopes, colour fringing has always been a problem. Some filters can help to reduce that 

chromatic aberration that appears around bright stars. V-Block and Minus Violet filters help, the colour 

fringe is reduced whilst the sky has a generally warmer appearance. It must be noted that these filters will 

not turn your achromat into an apochromat. They are helpful but it’s not alchemy. 

 

Once in the not too distant past we only had Lumicon for bandpass filters. They were first company to 

develop these filters for amateur astronomers, mostly due to the needs of the owner of Lumicon who was 

and still is a very dedicated planetary nebulae hunter  -- thanks Jack.  These days there are more 

manufacturers of bandpass filters out there and the filters vary slightly even though they may share a 

name. 

 

Some of the more popular filter manufacturers are Lumicon, Astronomik, Astrodon, Orion and others. 

There is a wealth of filters now available to us and understanding them will make our choices easier. 

 

Care of filters is important and most come in plastic cases to protect them when not in use. Your filters 

will last many years and give great pleasure. When the get dirty clean them, use air through a puffer first. 

If this doesn’t work good lens cleaning solution will help, but don’t scrub them gently does it. 

 

On an endnote I get asked many time daily what filter should I get. Well if I were buying any one filter, I 

would choose a UHC filter, as it will serve me well for most objects.  

 

  Exit Pupil 

Filter Type Bandwidth   

  City Country 

Light Pollution 90nm 0.5 – 2 mm 1 – 4 mm 

Narrowband (e.g. UHC) 22 – 24 nm 1 – 4mm 2 – 6 mm 

Line (e.g. OIII) 10 – 12nm 2 – 5mm 4 – 7mm 

H-beta filter 8 – 10nm 3 – 7mm 4 – 7mm 


